“Music,” the word we so unconsciously associate with the stirring strains of “The Star Spangled Banner,” and the true-American melody higher than the governor in authority. All Russians, as any cultured man in off, Chopin and Tchaikovsky. Our next step is to appeal to forces body has seen fit to fulfill its oath. For deported! Mr. John Paul Bennett teaches the justice when the seizure of private acts to deserve no comment. It is a significance of his statement to sink in.

Communist cameraman
Snaps Campus; Caught
Caught photographing the campus last evening, a youth from a rowdier recently. Joseph Perkanski was arrested and had his negatives of the athletic field's drives system confiscated. Blueprints of Kinema's office were also his possession.

Several other Japanese students were arrested but later released. These activities are being carefully observed.

San Simon-Sanmina California, USA
To the Editor of The Puget Sound:

I have been cognizant of your worthy change in policy, in which I receive the humble honor of having the journalistic style which I was emulat-ed by you.

Such endeavor warms the cockles of my heart. Indeed it gives me great pleasure to realize that somewhere among the students of Our Communist College there is someone who sees conditions in their true light.

Offering once again congratulations for seeing the light and enlisting in the fight for American ideals and institutions, I am, William Randolph First!

William Randolph First!

THE OAKS' TEACHING OATH

Dear Editor:

I have heard about your change of policy and your talk on the style of William Randolph first. I think it is a good beginning.

I have read his papers ever since I could read, and when you have read a man's paper for five years you know whether he is a good newspaperman or not. In spite of much discouragement from the standpoint of grades, I shall continue to use his style in my Freshman compositions.

There is something here in school that William Randolph First, Praise His Name! would not approve of. Just the other day I heard Mrs. Hobkins, exclaim "Carusama!"

Mr. Tschachlik explained: "Dammkopf!"

I don't know what these mean and don't care. All I know is that it's Un-American.

We need a teachers' oath law.

Respectfully yours,
A FRESHMAN.
**Opinions in the News**

It seems that in spite of the muddled press, news has finally looked through that there is a war in Spain, it is between two FASCISTS and COMMUNISTS, or at least those few, ignorant fellows call another one BLOODSHED and SUFFERING in Spain. These fellows want to put away childish things and not call another one names. Even in war, they degrade things, in doing so.

**COMMUNIST**

In Tacoma next Tuesday, Anna Louise Potts, COMMUNIST, will speak about the situation: A number of prominent citizens gathered yesterday afternoon outside the school buildings. In spite of their par
tory, many young people attended the meeting at the hall where she finally spoke. Our children are running planning the destruction of the American form of government. Too many of these young communists are spoiled children, as Mrs. Kathleen Norris so wisely remarks in her low opinion of the farse
ding this month.

**HABIT**

In Springfield, Massachusetts, yesterday, John Paul Jones, a young man of 17, fell down a manhole while reading his Bible. If

**Mostly Groans**

This weekly out deals with the subject of how a man drowned into the shoes and, denying himself, asked for the ray's shoe, be sure it

does the shoe for the purpose of fitting.

"Now," argues the subject. "You can't fit your shoes with only one shoe which you are wearing.

The good looking downhearted for

And going in for de
dictions that we find

Many— the subject of if you don't go, you aren't a part of the world. I'm not sure you have a car: is the thing is:

"I used to need a spring in it; if in the stuff that the 1939

times. Dance—It is what they say they do in the dark; the thing that Fred Astaire says he won't do; and went on to its grows.

"Whaddya think I go?"

The other subject thought he look
good, but he was cut as a gardener. The Medical Arts building.

Glibly, the other drunk gulped up

ting. "I'm good, wrong, again,

"My Goodness, wrong again, chortled the first thing.

The other drunk suddenly snap

ged—his last chance— an exhal

The men will be stepped handseland broken down. Broken in his pride—" it's shut the front for the charge.

Charity, the clipped hands went downai
ng, "What color?"

**Wife Story**

We are all in favor of a poor, the husband was taking it on the chin. When they

Mr. Morris, I'm sorry, the first idea of what a real woman is. It is the thing is: my a

Dear Mr. Morris, I am a social worker and I am writing you a letter.

Dear Little Sadie

You have indeed a problem that is hard for me to give advice for. It is a common feeling of the fair sex in a world that is without an unobtainable man. Aisle from the wife and five children the situation is still painful. I continue in this
course of Abnormal Education, I fear you will become a somatic as to the welfare of a college educat
ion or her faith in ab


Dear Mr. Morris

I am a very good student boy who is doing very well in college. I am also a very good at my studies but I am not able to get a boy friend.

Dear Little Sadie.

Dear Little Sadie, I am sorry but I'm afraid I can't help you. I can't understand— everyone was per

Dear Lilibelle

A few suggestions. Devise of the avoirdupois, parga; a strong mouth words and battles with a part

Dear Mrs. Morris

I am very sorry to hear that you have a problem with your children and I am very sorry to hear that you have a problem with your children. But I hope that you will keep faith in them and in your children. If you follow my advice you will find that your children will improve.

Sincerely, Katherine Morris

Dear Mr. Morris

I am a very good student boy who is doing very well in college.

Dear Mrs. Morris

Good luck to you—your happy Homemakers!－City, America.

Keating is Prepared

Despite the prevalence of Communist positions at CPUSA, no
tions of some of the students leaders betray their inner acknowledgement of the rise of the American Communist movement.

Clarence Keating, for one, demonstrated his group of international affairs when he moved into his bomb-proof, anti

The type of refuge is Wised used for office purposes only and can be at a cost $1,000 can be installed}
PUGET SOUND ALSO TO HAVE CEMENT STADIUM IS PLAN

WE WANT A SWIMMING POOL TOO

NEW GYM—MAGNIFICENT BOWL—SWIMMING POOL. SUCH ARE THE PLANS OF THE COLLEGE OF Puget Sound Reconstruction Program. After this work is completed the Loggers will have an athletic program second to none on the Pacific coast.

Tier on tier of seats will stretch to the skyline in the amphitheater that the Maroon and Whites will perform their athletic feats. A master piece of modern architecture will rise from the old practice field. It is to be a horse shoe shaped bowl with the latest equipment including a lighting system for night games.

The gymnasium is to be built on the order of the University of Washington pavilion, with modern conveniences for every popular American sport from boxing to ping pong. There will also be the long walled for balcony above the basketball floor. On the floor itself is the same building as to be sunk an enormous tile traversing walk that would the residents of Miami green with envy. The pool room is to be decorated so as to give a beach atmosphere with palms along the edge of the track.

Scattered on the campus tennis and shuffleboard courts will prevail with a sprinkling of park benches conveniently placed under the spacious canopies. Of course this is to according to College President Albert R. Cook, who designed the gymnasium built in the eyes and the practice field did not improve.

WE WANT PING PONG

STUDENTS CRY FOR NEW SPORT

ANOTHER GREAT SPORT IS ABOUT TO BE ADDED TO THE CPS SPORTS CALENDAR. PING PONG!! ALREADY MANY ENTHUSIASTIC SUPPORTERS HAVE CAME OUT IN DEFENSE OF OLD PING PONG AS A MAJOR SPORT AT THE COLLEGE OF Puget Sound.

Quote from passing students:

"What this school needs is more and better intramural sports. I think Ping Pong would be a perfectly ducky game for intramural competition."

"The Kings of France played Ping Pong. Why shouldn't we? I'm for Ping Pong because of the healthful and strenuous exercise it gives to Ping Pong players."

"If I play Ping Pong because it does you can be done with a little paddling."

End of quote.

Well, why shouldn't there be Ping Pong or a major Logger sport? The students are for it. We are for it. If there is anybody who is against it let him speak now or forever hold his peace.

PLAYER DISCLOSES SECRET

BURLAND TALKS

ED BURLAND, VARSITY BASEBALL STAR, EATS SHREDDED WHEAT FOR BREAKFAST!!!

This astonishing discovery came to light after Ed had snapped a particularly hard-hit baseball in practice yesterday. "It's the Shredded Wheat," Ed remarked nonchalantly.

Your reporter, on a hunt, immediately investigated this chance remark and discovered its veracity. But really does eat Shredded Wheat for breakfast. He claims it helps muscles—you know, like Pop-eye.

Ed thinks it would be a good idea if the whole baseball team adopted his health secret. He believes they could all be good just like him.

PLEA MADE FOR NEW TENNIS NETS

"WE WANT NEW TENNIS NETS!! THIS IS THE CRY OF THOUSANDS OF MILLIONS OF TENNIS PLAYERS ON THE COLLEGE COURTS.

The tennis nets are in a truly frightful shape, and this paper feels it is its bound duty to crusade in their cause.

To show just how poor these nets have become we would cite this possible tragic incident. A certain well-known boxer winder tried to jump over the net. He jumped unercialantly into the air but his back struck in the top of the net. He fell on his head. If it wasn't for this lucky way he fell he might have been seriously injured. If that tape had been properly needed this youth would not have endangered his life.

We repeat—We want new tennis nets!!"

THYROID MAKES PIG JUMP IS CLAIM

WHAT MAKES ONE MAN A GREAT TAILBACK, WHILE ANOTHER MAN OF EQUAL STRENGTH CAN DO NOTHING IN AN ATHLETIC WAY?

At last science has solved this problem of all human problems. IT IS YOUR GLANDS. This great discovery was announced by Professor Priddenham after exhaustive studies and experimenting on the lives of hundreds of pigs.

The Professor found that if sufficient adrenal was injected into the glands of one pig, this pig could do a 100 yard dash in FIVE SECONDS LESS TIME than it would take an ordinary pig to do the same.

On the other hand large quantities of thyroid injected in the guinea pigs caused them to jump six feet in an amazingly excited fashion. Professor Priddenham believes this injection will do wonders for future high jumpers.

On the basis of his study on pigs, the Professor made this statement: "All great distance runners have superfunctional adrenalin glandular activity. Of course there are exceptions to this rule—probably many of them such as Cunningham have abnormal hemoglobins, precocious or post-puberal activity—but outside of these factors I can aver without fear of contradiction that my hypothesis is true in nearly every case."

GREAT STEPS TOWARDS INCREASING 1 MILE RUNNER SCIENCE WITH THIS GREAT CONTRIBUTION.

As Always . . .

You won't likely to feed it at

RHODES

KODAK HEADQUARTERS

Eastman Kodak Stores

910 Broadway

May 30, 1937

TENNIS SUPPLIES

"SPALDING"—"BANCROFT"

RACKETS and FRAMES

EXPERT RESTRINGING

Washington Hardware Co.
Tuell, Harding Chosen to Head Playmakers

"Personal Appearance" to Be Next Offered to Campus Playmakers

As the final production of the season, the campus playmakers will offer Lawrence Riley's Broadway hit, "Personal Appearance," with Gladys Harding and Gordon Twell cast in the leading roles. At the time of the appearance on the New York stage "Personal Appearance" was described by the Literary Digest as "an inoffensive situation...an innocuous elegance comedy...three hilarious acts which do not.

In its successful Broadway run "Personal Appearance" had Gladys George cast as Grace Arden. In the adaptation of Riley's work recently appeared on the London stage, Miss West was seen as the movie queen and title-wise-warren. Elizabeth, warren, as her publicity agent, which was followed by the success of Miss Wool's attentions as the gas station attendant. 

Troyda were held Thursday afternoon, one tentative cast was chosen as follows:

Chester Arnold...Gladys Harding

Leah Arden...Muriel Rinehart

Aunt Male Barnaby...Joan Petri

Wearing Belle Harrington...Joye Stratton

Louise Dubbs...Jo Ann Grant

Gladys Kelsey...Jean Anderson

Dorothy Daniel...Lavaine Lankford

Richard Shaw...Clyde Peterson

The story concerns the humorous and entertaining atmosphere which followed when Carol Arden tried to win the handsomest man instead of the handsome man. Miss Hobbs, a graduate of the University of Oregon, will direct the feature, and with her cast will be the leading roles. At the time of its first performance under the name of "Once in a Lifetime," she was seen as the movie queen and title-wise-warren. Elizabeth, warren, as her publicity agent, which was followed by the success of Miss Wool's attentions as the gas station attendant.
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